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ABSTRACT

With the Intense Neutron Generator (ING) we intend to produce
a neutron flux of 1016 n/cm2 sec. Bismuth, bombarded by GeV
protons yields about 20 neutrons per proton with a heat output of
23 MeV/�eutron. A circulating liquid bismuth target will dissipate
about 34 MW of heat. To produce the beam we will accelerate protons
in a separated orbit cyclotron. The 65 mA current will require
about 70-75 MW of radio-frequency power 50-200 Mc/s). We must
generate and transmit RF efficiently.

In ING precise magnet-fiel�s resonating-cavity electric-fields
and well maintained vacuum (10-0 'orr) will place demands on most
of today's engineering technology.
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ING (Fig. (B-2385-C)) in its final form consists of the three-
stage separated orbit cyclotron (SOC) with its injector, beam trans-
port tubes, bending and focusing magnets, experimental rooms and
beam splatters, and the liquid metal target. Protons accelerated in
the SOC by controlled radio-frequency (50 Mc/s) electric fields to
1 GeV and steered and focused by precise magnetic fields (Y,5 k gauss)
strike a flowing liquid lead-bismuth target ang produce 10 n/cm2
sec. All this must be done in a vacuum o-C 10- torr or better, other-
wise spillage of the beam will be intolerable.

Briefly this i hat is to be done; now I will describe how
some of it may be done. Some of the systems are new in that nothing
quite ike 1hem has been done before, others, of course , are well
known. For example, injection of protons into an SOC-like machine,
creation and maintenance of a vacuum3 transportation of charged
particles, and povision of well-regulated DC power supplies have
all been. done many times. The engineering connected with them is
important, bt the data to permit sound practice exists and we are
not worried about such items. Of more concern are the new items
which represent extensions beyond existing machines. These are, for
example, the liquid metal target, the accelerator, radio-frequency
systems, magnets and, to some extent, power supplies.

THE L1QUB.-MET./U, TARGET

-A l-,GeV poton striking a lead-bismyth target produces about
201geutrons and about 460 MeV ( 7 x 10- Btu)of heat. To give
10 n/cM2 sec, 65 mA t 1--GeV is necessary. 35 MW of heat must
be removed. continuously.

e 4 CBefor target (gure 2 the proton beam is bent by a magnet
and impinges ertically o a ownward seam of liquid lead-bismuth.
The 35 MW heats this stream 953 kg/sec) fom 200 to 4500C. After
leaving -the target lquid metal is cooled n a heat exchanger and
pumped back to complete the cij' cuit. Heat transfer does not seem
difficult, but curiously enough thermal shock does. For any of a
number of reasons the proton beam may stop. It will cease to deliver
energy in about 12 micro--sec. The coolant will 2however, continue
to circulate and, 1,11-1 ess something is done, wi -1

_L '_1 be cooled below itsfreezing temperature (1250C) in less -than two circulation times (1-5
sec). This ay be prevented by by-assing the secondary coolant to
the heat-, exchanger.

Near where the proton beam tube enters-the target (Figure 3
(A3139B') a wndow may be necessary to seal the evacuated beam tube
from the liquid metal. Radiation damage s most severe at this
window ad is caused by neutron flux from the target and proton beam
producing (pn) reactions. Neutron irradiation of beryllium and
stainless steel wl ncrease te ultimate stress, reduce ductility,
and cause a volume increase in the material. Induced nterstitial
and vacancy loops, and helium produced by transmutation are thought
to cause these changes. In beryllium more than atom of helium
would probably cause mechanical failure. Stainless steel can probably
tolerate more than atomic helium. i both materials failure will
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very likely be accelerated by the lead-bismuth. Beryllium is desired
as a containment material because it can operate at 6000C and captures
fewer protons than other materials. Studies will be necessary to
determine:

(i) Safe helium levels in target components.

(ii) Window area scanned by the proton beam to reduce radiation
damage and energy deposition.

(iii) Neutron levels from various target configurations.

Because the window is a difficult and crucial component, we may
try to eliminate it.

In a proposed scheme (Figure 4 the rapidly flowing target liquid
streams through a constricted passage to produce a very low pressure
at the end of the beam tube. In this way vacuum could be maintained
without a window. We shall probably try very hard to do this.
Beryllium components for the target are attractive and if they do
not suffer too much from irradiation then their manufacture should
be investigated.

BEAM FOCUSING

If the bunched charged particles are left without external forces
on them they will spread across and along the direction of motion.
Self repulsion and variations in direction and velocity of the part-
icles make the bunch quite diffuse in a relatively short distance
(30-50 ft). Some magnetic lens system is needed to stop the lateral
dimensions of the bunch from growing; should it be able to focus the
particles, so much the better. Quadrupole magnets can produce fields
which, for particles travelling in the Z direction, cause focusing
forces in the X direction and simultaneous defocusing forces in the
Y direction. When this is followed 0by a field free region and then by
a quadrupole force field rotated 90 about the beam relative to the
first field, over-all focusing results. Two qadrupoles form a comp-
lete lens. The quadrupole magnets should not present us with diffic-
ulties except those arising from radiation and changes in magnet
fields due to material changes or physical displacements. Quadrupole
lenses with 2-inch aperture and a gradient of 4500 gauss per inch
have been made.

BEAM TRANSPORT

We will direct the protons along a high conductivity copper tube
(1-2 inch dia.). How well the tube must be positioned with respect to
the beam is not yet known9 but we expect no difficulties with mechan-
ical tolerances. Vacuum pumps and fittings are available and have
been used in similar applications.

To protect personnel , the beam transport system will be shielded
by 20-30 ft of earth. To provide access for maintenance and adjust-
ment, a tunnel (Figure 5a) with a horizontal division or (Figure 5b)
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with a vertical partition is proposed.

BEAM DEFLECTION

The proton beam, as well as producing neutrons from the lead-
bismuth target, can be used for many other physics experiments which
may require from less than 1% to more than 20% of full beam current
at various energies 400-800-1000 MeV). By extracting the beam from
the machine at different points we obtain different energies. To
bend the whole beam magnetically is not difficult. However, for
certain experiments we must extract individual pulses or groups of
pulses fom the beam. We need to design and develop an extractor
to deflect bunches of protons at desired rates.

RF CAVITIES

The heart of ING is the accelerator. A three-stage or a single-
stage machine is being considered, but, however the machine is built,
it will consist of evacuated cavities, magnets, and radio-frequency
generators. At 50 Mc/s each of the thirty cavities for the final
stage is

5.65 ft wide,
29.3 ft long,
io.8 ft high.

To reduce electrical losses the interior of the cavity must be OFHC
copper. To avoid trouble from trapped gases on the surface, it must
be kept extremely clean and smooth. Tolerances on the dimensions
have not been stated, but if frequency is to vary less than 1/lo6
then the height should vary less than 00013 in. This is much too
stringent; the resonant frequency of the cavities will undoubtedly
require control by servo-mechanisms. Tolerances on width and length
are much larger 01-.03 in.).

The cavity (Figure 6 will require external support and cooling.
From each cavity about 130 kW of heat will be removed by water flow-
ing in coils attached to the outside. The material for the outer skin
has not yet been selected because we are uncertain whether it should
be magnetic or onmagnetic. In the cavity if the voltage frequency
and width are favourable9electrons can flow from one wall to the
other and on each traverse release more electrons. The process cas-
cades and could damage the cavity or at least stop the machine. A
magnetic field of perhaps 40 gauss parallel to the long axis is
judged sufficient to prevent electrons leaving one wall impinging on
the other. Each cavity would require a solenoid of 27,000 ampere turns
wound about it. If our fears are groundless, then we'should prefer a
mild steel outer skin to magnetically shield the cavity. Whether the
outer skin is magnetic (mild steel) or non-magnetic stainless steel)
the copper liner must be well bonded to it so the heat generated by
electric currents in the liner can be rapidly conducted away. Some
fabrication troubles are expected, but none that cannot be overcome
by proper techniques.
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MAGNET DESIGN

Between cavities particles are bent and focused by magnets To
produce the proper curvature the magnetic field 75 k gauss) at the
equilibrium orbit must vary less than 100 gauss. This tolerance must
be suitably distributed among material. anomalies, dimension tolerances
and environment changes. To establish magnetic field gradients 2
k gauss/cm or more) pole faces should. be hyperbolic. Fortunately
circular arcs can replace the hyperbolas. The poles consist of four
segments with magnetic gradients -that alternately increase and
decrease radially. They ae analogous -to a converging-diverging

t 4lens combina -Lon and are combined to produce net convergenceof the
proton beam. By suitably combining field gradient, length and posit-
ion of pole 9 the proton beam leaving one set of magnet-s illuminates
the next set n SUch a �Tay that it in turn can bend and focus the
protons to properly illuminate the succeeding magnet. Thirty-three
magnets (Figure 7 with the return path for the flux brought to the
outside of the machine would wigh 2800 tons or more.

To reduce the amount of steel a picture frame magnet (Figure )
with the return path at the side may be used. With this design the
steel necessary to support the cavity walls may also carry magnet
flux. Should sace be available, we will se them.

Approx.�.mately- '55000 ampere turns, requiring roughly 200 tons
of copper 9will be needed for each magnet. Stable and precisely
controlled direct current power spplies are ecessary. We hope
that te physical alignment will be sufficiently accurate and stable
so that electrical shiming by separate pole Windings will provide
all necessary adjustments. The windings will be radiated and there-
fore need a insulation resistant to radiation damage, such as

g4aluminum oxide. Well.-en _L.neered cooling systems will remove heat
from the cils and elp stabilize the temperature of the magnets.

VACUUM SYSTP-MS

To pre-vent isrupting the beam by collisions with gas molecules,
a vacuum of at least i'- torr will be maintained in all prtions of
the system. To aintain a fairly uniform vacuum 2the system must be
pumped from many points. For he accelerator we shall probably have
33 similar systems each pumping a cavity and the beam tubes on one
side. Either getter-ion or diffusion pumps can maintain vacuums of
lo-6 torr or less. The pumps should not introduce any contaminants
into the tubes or cavities which can affect the su5aces. The current
density at the cavity surface may be 40,000 amps/cm and losses might
increase rapidly depending on te resistivity of the deposit.
Deposits may also increase the probability of arcing. Although we
do not expect to out-gas the surfaces by heating, we realize that
they must be kept very clean. A thumb print can increase the out-
gassing rate surprisingly. The structure must be fabricated and
erected in such a ay that the surfaces are not contaminated. Vacuum
flanges are available, but valves to solate one cavity from the next
and from other external vacuum crcuits wll probably need develop-..
ment. The pressure i individual. cavities wll first be reduced by a
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portable roughing pump to 10-4 or 10-5 torr then the getter or diff-
usion pumps will be started. We expect to engineer the vacuum systems
.ILI rom components already available. Our main problem will be o pro-
vide accurate out-gassing and valve leak rates to the designers.

POWER SUPPLIES

The radio-frequency system is so important to the SOC and cn-
tains so many problems that it is the subject of a paper by Wardkl).
Ho-v�Tever, as the machine as a whole will require perhaps 120 MW of
electrical power for its operation and may on occasion (to protect
costly components) switch 70 to 80 MW by short-circuiting the incoming
lines, reliable protective devic9s will be necessary. The machine
must radiate less than 45 10- watts of radio-frequency power to
the atmosphere. This is about 132 decibels do,,on from the power at
the source.

RF SYSTEMS

The RF system to drive the cavities will cost more than any
other in the machine; the R power will cost more than any other
operating item. To supply 65 MW to the beam about 100 MW of AC are
needed. To operate the machine for 7000 hrslyr with power at 
mills/k-Wh ould cost 3.5 million dollars annually. RF system costs
as estimated by different people vary from 1V to 50//watt, that is
65 KW RF may cost as little as 975 million or as much as 32.5
million. dollars. Efficiency is important and affects annual costs.

Eff. AC to Beam AC Power Supplied. Annual Cost
MW Millions of Dollars

65% 100 3.5

-/0% 92.6 3.24

75% 86.6 3.03

80% 81.1 2.84

Based o 7 00 hr operation annually and power of 5 mills/kWh

Obviously to convert from AC to RF power efficiently without
paying too much for equipment will challenge engineers and suppliers.

Klystrons might provide the RF power. In theory one klystron
could deliver 75 MW, but it would be as big as a boxcar and unlikely
to be efficient. Amplitrons probably could deliver power at high
efficiencies, but they have less than 10 db power gain and permit
power to be reflected from the cavity to the driver. Triodes and
tetrodes have not run at 50 Mc/s and put out 25 W continuously
although some tubes in pulsed applications apear capable of doing so.

(1)Ward9 A.G. "Radio-frequency System for the Intense Neutron
Generator, (ING)". Paper No. 6 Symposium on ING,
Chalk River, Ontario 2 Apr. 22-23, 1965.
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Flash arcs and cathode life may be troublesome. The first must
be eliminated and the second extended. When an unwanted discharge
(flash arc) occurs in a tube between the anode and cathode or grid
power must be removed to prevent damage and then can be restored
automatically. In many applications a slight interruption is of
little consequence, but with our machine momentary loss of R to a
cavity would bring a shutdown. Good estimates for the frequency of
flash arcs are not known to s but, if a tube flashed once a month
on the average9 the probability of one flash arc per day from thirty
tubes is about one-half. The cause of flash arcs is not known. One
theory holds that small hiskers grow on a negative urface in high
electric fields. Emission from the sharp point causes a current to
flow in the whisker wich can melt it and release a burst of charged
matter. Tubes in military service (US) live about 5000 hours if
reported performance is typical. Manufacturers maintain they fail
for external reasons such as loss of cooling, mechanical or electrical
mistreatment, ad claim that careful operation should extend their
life to that of the filament.2 Filaments have lived 30,000 hours with
current densities of 2 amp/cm 

To avoid transporting 23 MW of from oscillator to cavity,
the tube might be built into the cavity and used as a resonant circuit.
This is attractive because it avoids the matching problem. As the
proton current is increased the load and hence the impedance presented
by the cavity to the R system changes. Because we wish efficient
operation at all currents a variable impedance match will be necess-
ary with separate RF systems.

If a flash arc occurs in the tube, power must be removed from
the RF system by shorting its power supply with, for example, an
ignitron crowbar). Further protective devices must disconnect
transformers from the hydro-supply. Good regulators and filters
must remove ripple from power supplies.

Evidently ING can be engineered, although some individual compon-
ents or systems may require moderate extensions of present technology.
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